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Abstract
Micro medical devices have innovated the technology of medical diagnosis and treatment. The power source is one of the
critical technologies of these devices and currently we have two technologies that are small batteries and radio power
transmission. However, they are harmful to humans due to poisonous and electromagnetic wave. In our study, we propose
GMB (“gastric-fluid-utilized micro battery”) for a new power source, which is safe, effective and applicable for swallowable
medical devices. The gastric fluid acts as the electrolyte. Platinum (anode) and zinc (cathode) are used as the electrodes. Both
metals are safe for humans and more importantly, Pt prevents polarization. Other parts also consist of biocompatible materials.
Porous ceramics is used as the filter and PDMS is used as the casing. The manufactured battery could generate power greater
than 1.3 mW, which indicated that GMB can readily be applied to the swallowable micro medical devices.
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1 - INTRODUCTION
Recently, medical diagnosis and treatment using micro
medical devices have been developed [1- 3]. They are
swallowable embedded in the human body. The power
supply is one of the critical technologies to further enhance
their performance. Currently we have two technologies,
which are a small battery and radio power transmission.
However, both of them have critical issues in terms of safety.
The small battery contains chemicals poisonous to humans
and radio power transmission affects other medical devices
by the electromagnetic wave. Micro power sources have
been
developed
using
MEMS
technology
(MicroElectroMechanical Systems), such as micro gas
turbines using hydrocarbon fuel [4- 6] and micro fuel cells
using hydrogen and methanol [7- 8]. These technologies are
called as Power MEMS [9]. In application of power MEMS
to micro medical devices, safety for human is the most
critical issue. Power MEMS using in the human body have
been widely studied. We consider that the key technology to
satisfy the requirement is to exploit energy from the human
body.
For example, thermal power generator using
temperature difference between the body and outside [10] and
power generator using vibration generated by human motion
[11] have been developed. A micro fuel cell using glucose
in blood [12] and a chemical battery acquiring energy from
human pee [13] were recently reported. These devices utilize
the energy sources that originate from the human body and
thus, are not harmful to humans.

*

In this paper, we propose a micro voltaic cell using the
gastric fluid as the electrolyte for swallowable medical
devices, such as a capsule endoscope. We term GMB
(“gastric-fluid-utilized micro battery”). The gastric fluid is
safe for humans and rich in the stomach, where the
swallowable medical devices work or pass. GMB proposed
herein is designed to be small enough to fit the commercial
capsule endoscope and be composed of only biocompatible
materials. GMB generated 1.3 V and 1.0 mA and were found
to be comparable to the conventional small batteries.
2 - THEORY AND DESIGN OF GMB
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of GMB. In the
design of micro batteries applied to sawallowable medical
devices, crucial issues are the size and safety for humans.
GMB, which is one of voltaic cells, generates electricity on
the standard principle of primary cell [14]. The gastric fluid
is an acid solution consisting mainly of hydrochloric acid and
small quantities of potassium chloride and sodium chloride,
which can work as the electrolyte. Platinum (Pt) and Zinc
(Zn) are employed as the anode and the cathode, respectively,
taking account of the biocompatibility and the standard
potential. In the chemical reactions generating electricity, Pt
does not dissolve and Zn dissolves slightly as represented in
equations (1).
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(−)Zn → Zn 2+ + 2e −
(+)2H + + 2e − → H 2

(1)
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Zn is the essential trace metal and safe for humans. Pt is safe
as well and importantly, is active at the reduction of hydrogen
ion, which prevents the polarization, a critical issue of voltaic
cell. The theoretical voltage of this battery is calculated as
1.92 V from the standard electrode potential of Pt and Zn,
which is greater than that of the conventional voltaic cells
utilizing copper and zinc as the anode and the cathode,
respectively.
PDMS is used for the casing, which is a biocompatible
polymer and has been widely used to form micro structures.
Porous ceramics is sandwiched between the electrodes to
filter foreign materials, spread and, more importantly, to hold
the gastric fluid.
3 - EXPERIMENTS
3.1 - Fabrication
PDMS which is a thermosetting polymer is molded as the
casing. Titanium (Ti) and subsequently, Pt is evaporated on a
thin glass plate to form the anode. Ti works as a contact
metal to enhance the adhesion of Pt to the glass. The metals
could not be deposited onto PDMS directly since the
deposition involves heat and generates cracks in the Pt film
on the PDMS. A thin Zn plate is used as the cathode. We
used Fine Porous Ceramics (Kurosakiharima Co. Ltd.) as the
filter. The electrodes and the filter are sandwiched by the
PDMS casing, which are bonded via surface activation by
oxgen plasma. Figure 2 shows the manufacturing process of
GMB and Figure 3 shows the prototype of GMB.

Figure 1 - The schematic diagram of GMB

Figure 2 - Manufacturing process of GMB

Figure 3 – A Photo of the prototype of GMB

3.2 - Experiment
We conducted four experiments to evaluate the performance
of the micro battery.
1. Demonstration of power generation
2. Long-term stability
3. The load-discharging characteristics
4. Driving a DC motor
3.2.1 - Demonstration of power generation
GMB utilizes the gastric fluid as the electrolyte when used in
the human body. The gastric fluid consists of hydrochloric
acid (HCl), potassium chloride, sodium chloride (NaCl), and
pepsin. We measured the power generation of GMB utilizing
the simulated gastric fluid (SGF) and HCl. SGF consists of
7.0 ml of HCl, 2.0 g of NaCl, 1000ml of water, and 349.1 mg
of digestive enzyme pepsin [15]. As depicted in Figure 4,
GMB generated its maximum power of 1.4 mW when
utilizing SGF as well as HCl as the electrolyte. The
generated power at 30 minutes was 1.3 V, 1000 μA and 1.3 V,
1060 μA when utilizing SGF and HCl, respectively. This
figure shows that GMB generates a power greater than 1.3
mW
As a result, the micro battery can generate electricity using
SGF as well as HCl solution. The maximum power was 1.4
mW and thus, the feasibility of GMB was verified. Since
GMB could generate comparable power with SGF and HCl,
we used HCl solution as the electrolyte in the following
experiments.
3.2.2 – Long-term stability
The conventional voltaic cells cannot operate very long
since the bubbles of hydrogen gas that collect at the anode act
as an insulator, stopping further electron flow, which is
termed polarization. The polarization can be prevented by
utilizing Pt as the anode. GMB was tested to generate
electricity for 10 consecutive hours to examine the stability of
the battery’s electric generation. Figure 5 shows the results of
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this experiment. GMB generated an output voltage as large as
1.4 ± 0.1V, with the standard deviation of 10-3 V, which
indicated that it could generate power stably without
polarization. The Pt anode was active at the reduction of
hydrogen ion as we designed.
3.2.3 - The load-discharging characteristics
The load-discharging characteristics of GMB was evaluated
using 10MΩ load resistor. The voltage was measured
immediately after GMB was dipped in HCl solution for 30
seconds and taken out. As shown in Figure 6, GMB could
generate power with the HCl stored in the ceramics filter as
the electrolyte longer than 48 hours.
GMB is considered to move and rotate due to the peristaltic
movement of the stomach and to be dipped in gastric fluid
frequently. These results indicate that GMB can be operated
in the stomach for sufficiently long time for medical
diagnosis and treatment.
3.2.4 - Driving a DC motor
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of GMB to be applied
to medical devices, we attempted to drive a DC motor by
GMB.
In this experiment, a micro jet fan (Shicoh
Engineering Co. Ltd.) was used. The rated voltage of the DC
motor is 1.1 to 1.7 V. A photo of a micro jet fan and GMB is
shown as Figure 7.
As a result, GMB could successfully drive the DC motor,
implying that GMB can generate sufficient power to enhance
the functions of micro medical devices, such as moving to
inspection sites, releasing drugs, and treat the diseased part.

Figure 5 - Measurement of electric generation for 10 hours,
showing stable power generation.

Figure 6 - The load-discharging characteristics with 10MΩ
load resistor

GMB

10 mm

Figure 4 - Measurement of electric generation using
Simulated Gastric Fluid and HCl solution. Current after a
lapse of 30 minutes is 1000 μA (HCl solution), 1060 μA
(SGF).

micro jet fan

Figure 7 – A photo of GMB and micro jet fan, shicoh
engineering

5 - CONCLUSINS
The gastric-fluid-utilized micro battery (GMB) has exhibited
the feasibility as a new safe and effective battery for
swallowable medical devices. GMB is composed of only
biocompatible materials. GMB has a very simple structure
and robust, which is extremely advantageous when applied to
medical applications.
The experimental study on GMB showed the maximum
power of 1.4 mW, which is comparable to or even better than
the conventional micro batteries in the market. Figure 8
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shows the comparison among GMB, LR41 and SR43 [16].
Polarization did not occur owing to Pt. The ceramics filter
could hold the electrolyte after a dip in HCl for 30 seconds
and GMB could keep generating electricity for more than 48
hours. The proposed GMB, which can generate as high as
1.4mW, can be readily applicable to the swallowable medical
devices and drastically enhance their performance.

Figure 8 - Comparison of the standard output of GMB with
batteries in the marketplace: LR41 is an alkali button battery
and SR 43 is a silver oxide button battery.
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